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ABSRACT 
This paper presents the new digital image watermarking technique that has high 

imperceptibility and robustness against various geometric image attacks such as rotation attack and 

cropping attack using discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and singular value decomposition 

(SVD).In this paper, watermark logo is scrambled by 3D Arnold’s cat mapping and Chebyshev 

mapping, then security of watermark logo is realized.And control parameters of chaos mapping are 

encrypted bythe proposed quantum resistant encryption technique. 

Also in this paper, the suitable color image similarity evaluation method and the suitable 

embedding scaling factor using the relative vision characteristic of human are defined,computed 

and used in evaluation of imperceptibility. 
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1. Introduction 
Robustness, imperceptibility, watermark capacity and efficiencyare used for evaluation of 

digital image watermarking algorithm[1]. 

In the past we used spatial domain watermarking algorithm such as bit plane decomposition 

method, but we are using and developing the frequency domain watermarking algorithm 

now.Images can be transformed from spatial domain to frequency domain by discrete wavelet 

transform (DWT) and singular value decomposition (SVD) etc[3]. 

Recently, the research of logo method using chaos mapping is intensifying in the aspect of image 

logo and the one of quantum resistant encryption against quantum computer’s attacks is 

intensifying in the aspect of cryptography[2, 4]. 

This paper presents non-blind digital image watermarking technique using discrete wavelet 

transform and singular value decomposition, 3D Arnold’s cat mapping and Chebyshev mapping, 

and new quantum resistant encryption.And we defined the color image similarity evaluation index 

for evaluation of imperceptibility.Also the suitable embedding scaling factor using the relative 

vision characteristic of human is computed. 

The techniqueproposed in this paperhas very high robustness and imperceptibility against various 

geometric image attacks and random noises.And effective index for color image similarity 

evaluation is presented and the imperceptibility of algorithmproposed in this paper is evaluated. 

DWT, singular value decomposition (SVD) and chaos encryption are used in this paper. 

Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is used a lot in image information processing because it is 

similar to the vision system of human. In watermarking technique, discrete wavelet transform 

(DWT) offers high robustness.Normally in watermarking algorithms using discrete wavelet 

transform (DWT), watermark is embedded on low frequency sub-band that has main information 

of cover image.Because low frequency sub-band of cover image is not changed by random noises. 

Disadvantage of frequency domain watermarking algorithm is that embedding capacity is small 

and calculation time is very long[2]. 
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Watermark logo is scrambled by Arnold’s cat mapping that is one of chaos encryption[2]. 

Watermark logo is scrambled by logistic mapping in watermarking scheme. Then control 

parameters are encrypted by RSA that is a traditional public key encryption[5]. 

Watermarking method by discrete cosine transform (DCT) and one by singular value 

decomposition (SVD) are presented[6]. Effective watermarking algorithms based on frequency 

domain of DWT-DCT, DCT-SVD are presented. Presented algorithm is tested by using various 

medical images for various random noises[6]. Signal watermarking method by SVD-DCT is 

presented and new evaluation indices are used[7]. Discrete cosine transform (DCT) is used for 

digital video watermarking. In digital video watermarking, each frame is watermarked and 

extracted[8]. 

In this paper, watermark logo areembedded on low frequency of cover image. So algorithm has 

high imperceptibility and high robustness against various image attacks and random noises. 

Watermark logo is scrambled by 3D Arnold’s cat mapping and Chebyshev mapping and control 

parameters of chaos mapping are encrypted by the proposed quantum resistant encryption. 

 

2. New proposed contents 
2.1 New setting of scaling factor 
In the literature about the watermarking techniques,the embedding scaling factor is generally 

0.05,sincewhen human distinguishes I from dII  , 05.0
I

dI . But boundary of 
I

dI in each 

channel is not same in color image. We can find it from the following expression changing color 

image into gray one. 

I = 0.2989 * R + 0.5870 * G + 0.1140 * B 

Where coefficients stand for the relative vision ratios for each channel in color image. So we will 

newly define the embedding scaling factor. 

Let the scaling factors of R, G, B channels be r , g  and b , respectively. In this paper, we set 

up the scaling factorsfor channels whose mean is 0.05. 
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2.2Embedding process 
STEP 1: Read the m × m cover image and the secret image whose shape is a square and whose 

size is high or less than the cover image. 

STEP 2: Apply DWT to the cover image by HAAR basis to get four sub-bands LLI, LHI, 

HLIandHHI. 

)'',(2],,,[ haarIdwtHHIHLILHILLI   

STEP 3: Apply SVD to the LLI sub-band to get UI, SIand VI. 

)'',(],,[ econLLIsvdVISIUI 
 

STEP 4:Add scrambled secret image W with scaling factorto the LLI. 

���1 = ��� + � ⋅ � 
STEP 5: Apply SVD to decompose LLI1 sub-band to get UI1 , SI1 , VI1. 

[
�1, ��1, �1] = ���(���1, ′����′) 
STEP 6: Reconstruct low frequency sub-band matrix that has watermark information LLIw by 

using UI , SIw and VI. 

���� = 
� ⋅ ��1 ⋅ �� 

STEP 7: Construct watermarked imageIw by using LLIw. 



 '',,,,2 haarIwHLILHILLIwidwtIw   

Watermark logo is scrambled by 3D Arnold’s cat mapping and Chebyshev mapping before it is 

embedded to the cover image for security. 

 
2.3Extraction process 
STEP 1: Read the m × m watermarked image Iw. 

STEP 2: Apply DWT to the image Iwby HAAR basis to get four sub-bands LLIwstar, LHI, 

HLIand HHI. 

)'',(2],,,[ haarIwstardwtHHIstarHLIstarLHIstarLLIwstar   

STEP 3: Apply SVD to the LLIwstar to get three sub-bands UI , SIwand VI. 

[
�, ���, �] = ���(��������, ʹ����ʹ)
 

STEP 4: Construct LLIw by using UI1 , SIw , VI1 

���� = 
�1 ⋅ ��� ⋅ �1� 

STEP 5: Construct scrambled secret image. 

� = (��� � ���)/� 

Watermark logo is decrypted by inverse process of 3D Arnold’s cat mapping and Chebyshev 

mapping after itis detected on cover image.Also, we encrypted the control parameters by using 

recently proposed quantum resistant encryption based on NTRU[9]. 

 

2.4 Improvement of evaluation index 
Among three channels of color image, human vision about detailed changes of each channel is 

different. Concretely, human responds sensitively to thedetailed changes of G channel, but for R or 

B channel it does not. So when we assess the MSE of images, weight coefficient is notthe same. 

The following graph(Fig.1) shows the comparative vision quantity of color with respect to 

wavelength. 

 
Fig.1 

But it is very difficult to evaluate the weight coefficient in mathematical way. 

So the mean square error (MSE) is defined by using the color distance of literature.The color 

distance in HSV color model is defined as follows. 
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In HSV color model,we defined CMSE and CPSNR based on the color distance as follows. 
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In this paper, we propose the imperceptibility asa new evaluation index (CPSNR). 

 

3. Experimental results 



In this paper, we evaluate the algorithm in terms of imperceptibility, robustness, efficiency and 

watermark embedding capacity. CPSNR, SSIM and NC(Normalized correlation) are used in 

imperceptibility evaluation of the proposed algorithm. In this paper, weevaluatethe robustness 

against the geometric image attacks and the results of the cases ofvarious random noises and 

compression attacks are similar. 

All of the experimentsaredone oncomputer which has an 12
th
 Gen Intel(R) Core i7-12700(20cpus) 

by  means of MATLAB R2021acomparing withpreceding literature. 

 

4.3.1 Imperceptibility Test 
The imperceptibility is measured by calculating the CPSNR, SSIM and NC between the 

watermarked image and the original cover image. Table 1 shows the experimental results.As 

known in Table 1, when the watermark ofmaximum capacity isembedded in the original image, the 

imperceptibility is very high. Table2 shows comparative resultswithpreceding literature. 

Table.1 

 CPSNR SSIM NC 

Value 104.1596 1.0000 1.0000 

 

Table.2 

 [2] [11] [12] [13] Proposed 

SSIM 0.9991 0.9213 0.9952 0.9999 1.0000 

NC 0.9999 - - - 1.0000 

Next, the secret images of different sizes are tested on the proposed algorithm. Table 3 shows the 

results of square secret images of dimensions 32, 64 and 256. Table.3 shows the similarity between 

original cover image and watermarked image with respect to the length of watermark. 

Table.3 

 CPSNR SSIM NC 

3232   inf 1.0000 1.0000 

6464   inf 1.0000 1.0000 

256256   104.1596 1.0000 1.0000 

Experimental results show that the algorithm proposedin this paper has high imperceptibility. The 

algorithm successfully embedded the smaller secret images in the cover image. Generally, the 

imperceptibility decreases as the secret image size increases. In practice, a higher scaling factor 

should be used in smaller secret images. 

 

4.3.2 Robustness test 
In this part,we show similarity value of watermark logoby various evaluation indiceswith 

respect to the rotation angle. 

The robustness is measured by calculating the PSNR and NC between the extracted watermark 

image and the original watermark image, with or without attacks. The results of the robustness 

calculation are shown in Table 4 and Table 5. 

 

Table. 4 

Theta 0 10 20 30 45 60 

PSNR 46.2396 28.5384 28.2958 28.4790 28.1920 28.1367 

NC 1.0000 0.9985 0.9983 0.9983 0.9984 0.9982 

Table 5 

angle [2] [14] [10] [12] Proposed 

10 0.9753 0.94 - 0.9873 0.9885 



15 - - 0.8419 - 0.9784 

30 - 0.58 0.8256 - 0.8983 

45 - - 0.8304 - 0.8574 

90 - - 1.0000 - 1.0000 

180 - - 1.0000 - 1.0000 

The below images(Fig.2-Fig.9) are the watermarked imageswhen being attacked with various 

rotation angle and theextracted watermark logos at that time. 

 Rotated image Extracted logo Rotated image Extracted logo 

Image 

    
Image name Fig.2 Fig.3 Fig.4 Fig.5 

Image 

    
Image name Fig.6 Fig.7 Fig.8 Fig.9 

The above images show that proposed algorithm is very safe againstrotation attack. 

 

4.3.3 Efficiency 
In this part, we evaluate thetimeabout the embedding and extraction of watermark and Table.11 

shows about them.. Result shows that the proposed algorithm is very fast. Table.12 shows about 

the detailed time in each step of proposed watermarking technique. 

Table.6 

 Embedding Extraction 

[2] 1.7970 2.2770 

Proposed 0.1437 0.0801 

 

Table.7 

 scrambling embedding extraction descrambling 

Time 0.0654 0.0783 0.0562 0.0239 

As shown in Table 7,we can know that it takes the shortest timein scrambling and descrambling 

of watermark logo. 

 

4. Conclusion 
The proposed digital image watermarking technique has been discussed in terms of 

imperceptibility, robustness against geometric attack, efficiency. 

At present, communication technology is dramatically developing. So we mainly evaluated the 

robustness against various geometric image attacks.The results show that the algorithm is highly 

imperceptible and robust. 

The proposed technique has high robustness and imperceptibility, high speed,because new 

scrambling method is used. Also, in this paper we use the quantum resistant encryption for security 

of control parameter. So encryption of watermark logo is very safe.Also, we newly defined the 



most suitable color image similarity evaluation index and evaluate the imperceptibility of 

algorithm.And the suitable embedding scaling factor was computed by using the relative vision 

characteristic of human. 

The logo encoding method, color image similarity evaluation index and suitable embedding 

scaling factorwill be useful not only in watermarking but also in other image processing fields. 
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